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In order to fundamentally solve the marine 
waste problem, it is necessary to create an 
environment in which everyone is aware of 
this problem as something close to home, and 
in which each individual can easily take action.
Therefore, this service combines beach 
cleanup activities with ethical tourism to 
create Project Manatii, a scheme that 
simultaneously achieves the (�) reduction 
of marine litter, the (�) revitalization of local 
communities, and the (�) improvement of 
people's awareness. By providing this service 
as content for corporate training and school 
excursions, we will expand the circle of 
people who have a passion for solving the 
marine waste problem.
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Project Manatii is a system that allows people to easily participate in beach 
cleanup activities at any time with the cooperation of local communities around 
Okinawa. Incorporating this program into corporate training programs or school 
excursions provides a fulfilling learning experience about SDGs.

SERVICE FEATURES

SERVICE GUIDE
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SERVICE OVERVIEW

SERVICE GUIDE

Connection with the
community

Applied to CSR and PRSystem for "learning"
while enjoying trash pickup

As of March ����, there are �� regional 
partners within the �� municipalities in 
Okinawa Prefecture. We will select an 
appropriate partner according to your 
request and organize a beach cleanup 
activity.

By giving lectures on the environment in 
advance, beach cleanup activities can be 
more educational. Similar programs can 
also be arranged to be conducted in the 
city instead of the beach.

Beach cleanup activities can also be 
implemented as corporate events and 
used as CSR and PR activities. We also 
support the production of original goods 
made from upcycled marine debris.
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PROCESS and SCHEDULE

SERVICE GUIDE

Conduct beach
cleanup activities

１st
Month

Preliminary
interviews

�nd
Months

�rd
Months

Proposal of 
activities

・Coordination of venue
・Proposal of communication method

・Introduction to
local tour guides

※ Approximate number of participants: about ��� people total to be held in �� locations. Maximum of �� locations with a total of about ��� people.

※ We can also consult with you on the creation of original goods using recycled waste plastic products such as marine litter.

���,��� yenREFERENCE
PRICE

As of March ����
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Business Description

● Beach clean-up activities as a tourism and environmental activity.

Location ： �-��-��-��� Matsuo, Naha City, Okinawa, Japan

Representative ： Yukino Kinjo

Website ： https://www.manatii.org/

MANATII Inc.

TEAM

SERVICE GUIDE

Inquiries about this service
Web site is here.

▼

https://ikkaku.lne.st /

Project Ikkaku Secretariat (in Leave a Nest)

　    ikkaku@lne.st
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ABOUT PROJECT IKKAKU

SERVICE GUIDE

Project Ikkaku was launched in ���� by the Nippon Foundation, JASTO, and Leave a Nest 

with the goal of realizing businesses that reduce marine waste in society.

The project adopts a process that promotes the development and commercialization of 

innovative technologies through the collaboration of "hyper-interdisciplinary teams" 

including venture companies with new technologies and unconventional ideas, as well as 

academic institutions, town factories, large corporations, and small and medium-sized 

businesses. With support from the Nippon Foundation, a number of services have been 

developed over a three-year period through ����.

From April ����, we will continue to work with the participating teams as a stand-alone 

project to promote the social implementation of businesses that reduce marine waste.


